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Coherence

 



COHERENCE

Atoms or molecules emit a �“photon�”
following a transition.

In an incoherent source each particle
emits light pulses randomly,

l t d f h th d funcorrelated from each other and from
those of other particles.

A macroscopic source is made by aA macroscopic source is made by a
great number of excited atoms each one
of which when disexciting emits a short

iwave-train.

These trains are characterized by a
mean freq enc characteristic of themean frequency characteristic of the
transition and have very short duration,
tipically of the order of 10-8 �– 10-10 s.
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COHERENCE

The observed light is the
superposition of all wavetrainssuperposition of all wavetrains.
Because the emission process is a
statistical one the field is a random
quantity.

We define a mutual coherence
f tifunction as

(P1,t1; P2,t2)) = <V(P1,t1)V*(P2,t2 )>

For ergotic processes

(P1,t1;P2,t2)=<V(P1,t+ )V*(P2,t )>

with = t1 �–t2
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TEMPORAL COHERENCE

Use a Michelson interferometer and
assume the two mirrors M1 and M2 areassume the two mirrors M1 and M2 are
at equal distance from the beam splitter
BS.

Then we displace for example M1
increasing the distance. The fringes,
very sharp at the beginning, gradually
decrease in visibility and eventually
disappear.

WHY?WHY?
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

The Michelson interferometer 
must be slightly misaligned to 
produce fringesproduce fringes
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TEMPORAL COHERENCE

The light is made of a great
number of randomly emitted
wavetrains and in the observation
time many of them are observedtime many of them are observed.

Assume each train has a duration
t When entering thet. When entering the

interferometer it is splitted into two
beams that after reflection by
mirrors M1 and M2 are observed
on the screen D
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TEMPORAL COHERENCE

The two trains may interfer on D if
i b f th th ione arrives before the other is

completely passed across and
therefore the path difference between
the two interferometer arms should be
less than the length of the trains.

If this is not so each train reflected by
a mirror (for ex. M1 ) superposes on
new trains reflected by M2 that arey 2
uncorrelated with the first train
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TEMPORAL COHERENCE

Because the phase difference
between different trains
fluctuates randomly during the
time of observation manytime of observation, many
different trains with random
phase superpose and the netphase superpose and the net
effect is zero
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TEMPORAL COHERENCE

Different train shapess are shown in the
figure together with their Fourier transformfigure together with their Fourier transform.

The linewidth , defined as the frequency
range in which the armonic components are

ibl diff f isensibly different from zero is

ถ ��˂W

7KH WLPH ˂W LV FDOOHG FRKHUHQFH WLPH7KH WLPH ˂W LV FDOOHG FRKHUHQFH WLPH
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TEMPORAL COHERENCE

The length

l =c˂W  F�

LV FDOOHG FRKHUHQFH OHQJWK�

7KH FRKHUHQFH WLPH RU WKH
FRKHUHQFH OHQJWK DOORZ WR
FKDUDFWHUL]H WKH WHPSRUDO
FRKHUHQFH SURSHUWLHV RI WKH OLJKW
HPLWWHG E\ D VRXUFH�\
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TEMPORAL COHERENCE

In ordinary (f.e.thermal) sources
˂O LV RI WKH RUGHU RI D IHZ
FHQWLPHWHU�

)RU D ODVHU LW FRXOG EH RI WKH
RUGHU RI ��� PHWHUV�
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

Let us consider the field made by a
i h ti ti llquasi-mpnochromatic source spatially

extended and two points P1 and P2 in
it.

To study the correlation between the
field (disturbance) in P1 and P2 a
Young interferometer may be used.

The points P1 and P2 act as secondary
f th i t f tsources for the interferometer..
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

If the produced fringes are studied one
fi d th t if P d P ffi i tlfinds that if P1 and P2 are sufficiently
near to each other, their optical
disturbances are not independent and
the fringe visibility is high.

When the distance is large the
visibility is zero.

,Q VXFK ZD\ D FRKHUHQW UHJLRQ LV
GHILQHGGHILQHG�
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

In Q

V(Q) = V (t-t ) + V (t-t )V(Q) V1(t-t1) + V2(t-t2)

ZKHUH

W � G W � WKW�  V��F DQG W�  V��F DUH WKH
WLPHV WKH OLJKW HPSOR\V WR WUDYHO
IURP 3� WR 4 DQG 3� WR 4��� �
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

The intensity in Q is

<I(Q)> = <|V(Q|2 )> = <|V1+V2|2 > =

<|V1 |2> + <|V2|2>+ <V1V2*>+ <V1*V2> =

| |2 | |2 2 ( *)<|V1|2> + <|V2|2 > + 2Re<(V1V2*)>

If light is stationary

<V (t t )V *(t t )> <V (t)V *(t)><V1(t-t1)V1*(t-t1)> = <V1(t)V1*(t)>=

= <|V1(Q)|2> = I1(Q)

is the light in Q if P is closed and only Pis the light in Q if P2 is closed and only P1
allows the radiation to pass.

Similarly if P1 is closed and P2 allows light
to pass

<|V2(Q)|2> = I2(Q)
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

Therefore

I(Q) = I1(Q) + I2(Q) +

+ 2Re<V1(t + )V2*(t)>1 2

The quantity

I12 = <V1(t + )V2*(t)>I12 <V1(t + )V2 (t)>

is called themutual intensity with

t t= t1 �– t2
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

We define

12 = I12 / (I1I2)

and call it the complex degree of
coherence.

By its definition

0 < 12 <1

At the end we may writey

I(Q) = I1 + I2 + 2 (I1I2)Re( 12)
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

When P1 and P2 coincide

11( ) = <V1(t + ))V1*(t)>

If = 0

11(0) = I1
The mutual intensity isThe mutual intensity is

I12 = 12 ( ) = 12{(s2 �– s1 )/ }
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

In general the light is not
h ti H if thmonochromatic. However if the

frequency varies over a small interval
around a mean frequency o one mayo
write

12 ( ) = | 12( )|expi[( 12( ) - 2 ]

where

12( ) = 2 + arg 12( )12( ) g 12( )

Then
I(Q) = I1+I2+2 (I1I2)| 12( )|cos[ 12( )- ]I(Q) I1+I2+2 (I1I2)| 12( )|cos[ 12( ) ]

with

(s s )/c and 2 (2 / )(s s )
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

If

| 12( )| = 1

the intensity in Q is the same as itthe intensity in Q is the same as it
would be obtained in
monochromatic lightmonochromatic light

I(Q) I +I +2 (I I )| ( ) [(2 / )( )]I(Q)= I1+I2+2 (I1I2)| 12( )cos[(2 / )(s2-s1)]
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

In general however

12 ( ) 1

and
I(Q) = I1+I2+2 (I1I2)| 12( )|cos[ 12( )- ]

Therefore I(Q) varies from a(Q)
maximum

Imax = I1 + I2 + 2 (I1I2)| 12( )|

and a minimum

I i = I1 + I2 �– 2 (I1I2)| 12( )|Imin I1 I2 2 (I1I2)| 12( )|
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

The intensity of the produced fringes
varies between the maximum andvaries between the maximum and
minimum intensity with a sinusoidal
law. One defines the visibility of the
fringes asfringes as

(Q) =(Imax�–Imin)/(Imax+Imin)=

2 (I1I2)| 12( )) |/(I1+ I2)

If I1=I2 then

(Q) = | 12( )|
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

If is small about zero, one
defines

J12 = 12 (0) = <V1(t)V2*(t)>12 12 ( ) 1( ) 2 ( )

which is the mutual intensity

dand

12 = 12 (0)

which takes the name of complex
degree of coherenceg
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SPATIAL COHERENCE

We may study the spatialy y p
coherence properties of a
source with the Young

finterferometer shown below
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